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Matroidsl famililcs are defined as families of connected graphs such that, given any 
graph G;, the stbgra’phs of G isomorphic to a member of the family are the circuits of a 
m;L.troid on thz! edge! set of C;. It will he proved thar there are four matroidal families with 
all members having less than three independent cyrles (Theorems I and 2) and that all 
members 01’ my other matroidal famly have at leat;t three independent cycles (Theorem 
3). The members of these four families are the complete graph on two points, the cycles, 
the connected graphs with two independent cycles and no pendant edges (which we call 
bicircular graph’s), and the members of a farnil) formed by the even cycles and the 
bicircular graphs with no even cycie, respectively. Concerning any other matroidal 
famihes, we prove that no graph in such a family h:is a vertex of degree two (Theorem 5) 
and consequently that no two graphs in such a family are homeomorphic (Theorem 6). 
The well known polygon-matroid, whYF may be defined on the edge 
set of any graph C by taking as circuits tiae cycles of G, plays a funda- 
mental role in comblinatorics as a bridge between graph theory and 
matroid theory. This is mainly dKz to th,: fact that the polygon-matro! 
allows us to look at matroids a: generalizations of graphs and to exten 
to matroids the defi~~itiol~ f several connectivity  
ic s~~r~~ber a.nd the 
from this point of view, it js an interesting property of the Cycles or 
tygons that they form i) family of connected gr;a hs SU~I that the edge 
hs of my given graph G a isomvphic to a 
ilty fom a marrokl 012 
precisely, may be regarded as the ci 
nd it is quite natural to ask whether other familks of con- 
graphs with this plxqxrty exist. 
ch families of +mnrzected graphs will be called here ml1 troidal families 
paper deals with the problem of their existence. 
e have proved in [ 5) that there is only one sther family, namely the 
ily of the bicircular gray% (Fig. 1), sharing with the polygons the 
orted above and both satisfying the additional condition 
cQntacns, qwitll any graph H, all graphs homeomorf>hic 
e denote lthe family of all palygons by P, and the family of all 
circular graphs by Pz* Dropping the homeomorphism conditisn, two 
r families may be foti,nd. One of them is trivial: its only member is 
complete graph K, on t\Yo paints. We denote this family by PO. 
other one, which wilii bc denoted by P,, is formed by the even poly- 
Fig. 1. 
the% feur fam 
; in any 6, sub- 
lthough we are un- 
ones with. the above 
ed property, we II e results i!n this direction. 
be 
General references for matroid theor-/ z:re [ ,6,7) and for graph theqr, 
e consider only finite, undirected, Iospless graphs with no mul- 
many results can be tAly extended to graphs without 
G” to denote G’ isomorphic to C” and 
Cn for a cycle of length N. A matroid an it fi ite set E is defined as a 
family of nonompty subsets of E, called circsits, such that: 
T’s avoid misunderstanding. note that the word “circuit” concerns 
matroids and the word “cycle” concenls ;qraphs. 
e begin with the folio ing definition .,
of graphs iis a r1or-ke 
, the edge sets 4 
sj be r~~garded as 
K’ such that the pendant edge i!i thra only edge cOrnm~~n 
Oreover the pendant vertex in K (req t:c tively K’) coin- 
aides with !he vertex of higher degree in K’ (respectively K). The pendaslt 
e, say IZ, is therefore a bridge of K u K’. By Axioz, 2, k’ w K’ -- {G) 
aces a c:;irrzuit of 9(@. Since all1 members of 9 are connected, Axiom 
ontradicted and the Ilemma is proved. 
2. if 5” is distinct from PO, thm there is dlt hwst d’)M? mmber of 
rsh cocm!ns (I cvcfe qflerzgrh 4. 
of. Let K E 5p and suppose K &MS not contain a Cd. Let x be a vertex 
inimal degree in K. By Lemma 1 9 de&) 2 2. Take X’ = K and can- 
tl K’ where the edges of K’ non-incident o x coincide with 
’ non-.incident tcr the corresponden % vertex x’, but s and s’ 
----- 
K- 
K -I- 
Fig. 2. 
, then it e0ntains a Ct; (in fact, 
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xiom 2, with C!., and a graph K w K’ such that 
a connected subgraph of Czn \ lith 2~ -- 2 edges, we conclud.e, 
using Lemma 1, that C4 E 9. Now setting K = C4, K’ = C,, _ 2 and 
K TV K’ such that K n K’ has only one edge, we conclude that 
5, E 9, i.e., C,, is in 3) for ail n 2 2. 
aof. Take K ,‘= and K u K” such that K n K’ has only ON 
2, CdR E P, hence all evefn cycles are in ‘9. If 2rz + 1 # 3, 
‘= C2n+l and K u K’ with (1 K’ having 212 - 1 edges. 
We conclude that C’3 G 3’. As a consequence all cycles are in 9. In fact, 
K = C3, K’ = i& and K w K’ such that K n K’ has only one edge, imply 
that ($+I f Ip for any II 2 3. 
oof. It is enou@h !a see that, by Axiom 1 and Lemma I, if al1 cycles 
are in 9, then no ol:her graph is in 3? 
Note that even qcles in 5@ do not imply odd cycles in 9. On the 
other hand, the even cycles do not form a matroidal family. This can 
be seen by taking fc r instance K = Cs, K’ = C8 and 
K and K’ share t*liro arated by two edges i
in K’ (Fig. 3). 
tkn there is at kast one member oj: with Fnore than one c*_;de and 
a 7, If a Pnt?PPlber of : with E?mrt? than one cycle con fains an ever1 
o find out which graphs may appear in a matroidal family having the 
t not the odd cycles as members, we need to prove some more 
raph is :a rosace when it is formed by N (g 2) cycles 
one point, namely ‘the only cutpoint of the graph. 
’ = R ancl et .K /I K’ be such that all cycles of K and 
i in K and its correspondent C,I,I in K’. Let Q be an 
osed distinct from Cm,). By Axioms 1 and 2 and Lem- 
7 a membcpr of ‘7, say K”, which is a rosace with at least 
nli, a tstai number of cycles at most IV and not contain- 
the totaif number of cycles is ?, then the assertion is 
K ..c- 
K”.___ 
” p4aying the ro 
cnote now by G,, a graph formed by two cycles CP and Cq sharing 
fO\‘ts ; 
oof. Suppose R is such a rosace. emrna 8, we may choose K and 
A? isomorphic to a SaCe with all S W&S Of length HIi and let K U 
be such that K and share a cycle b;t the cutpointsx and x’ (Fig. 5) 
Fig. 5. 
do not coincide. Clearly. A- and s’ may be taken SO that they divide the 
cycle which they Se sng to into two paths, one of the paths having any 
length !, . . . . mi ---. 1. With ~3 belonging to the other path, 
plies the existence i 1 P of graphs formed by, let us say, two pendant 
rosaces (each one with at most S -- 1 cycles:~ linked by a path whose 
length is one of the values I, . . . T tEi - 1. We say these graphs are of type 
G’R/R. Note that in GRIR the two pendant rosaces have the same number 
of cycles. Suppose the contrary. Let one of them, say R 1, have A and 
the other, say Rz, have (> M) cycles. Set K and K’ isomorphic to 
such a graph an4 let *’ be such that the links are coincident, RI is 
contained in I?; and R; in I?,. Let u be an edge in the link. 
and the connec ti- rlt mply a circuit properly 
can tained in eit 
nt lYx3cc:s with, say, ’ with aI. link Qf length I?2i --- 2 
nt ros3cCs with, say, cyclr:s (obviousny, P, Q G S -- I ). In 
t 311 edge!!; of the pen es with IIE~SS cycles coincide 
edges of the pendant roszlces with more cycles and let the links 
~o~~~~de except for one edge of tht shorter liink which together 
edges of the longer link form 3 triangle. These non-coincident 
inks may be t:rken r;on-incident to the cutpoints belonging 
aces sincct 171i -- 2 2 3 (Fig. 7). Let (I be an &e in tlrc common 
Fig. 7. 
a circuit of P(k’ 4J A”) exists, denoted 
y in. rosace l+,Ked by (2 path to 3 itriangle. The triangle is 
he circuit would be a rosace with at most 
les of length mi and this contradicts Axiom 1. But G,/j in 9 
Ehoosll: K = K’ = (I$3 3nd K u K’ with 
excqlt those in the triangles (Fig. 8) 
ath linking the penchint rosace and the triangles, the 
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pclse K and sh;tre a C4 in K u K’ and let the cutpoin ts in 
be adjacent ig. 9), then be at a distance equal to 2 (Fig. 1 
D 
L i .-._.____ -i 
Fig. 9. 
I I 
k___-_-.A 
Fig. 10. 
Lmmas 1 and 7, a convenient choice of the edge (I shows that thec is 
a member of I? formed by two c4 linked by a path of length 3 and an- 
ether one formec by two C4 linked by a path of length 2. choose A’ and 
K’ to be these mc mhers of P with all edges coincident in U K’ e:itcept 
one in the shorte * link and two in the longer link and let lz be the only 
edge in the link common to K and K’ (Fig. 11). By Axiom 2, G3,4 E 9, 
hence as seen abelve, C, 
, 
3 E Pand thus the lemma is proved. 
Fig. 11. 
Denote now ny GPiq a graph formed by two cycles CP and C’ tjrr ked 
coincident (Fig. 13 I. Axiom 2 implks the existence in 9 of a graph 
)’ with the path linking both cyrW (If length M. We may start with 
2 and thus the lemma is proved. 
. . . 
‘. ,,..--w 
\ 
\ 
‘*--._, i 
Fig. 13. 
ake K = K’ := ‘G,l, and K u K’ such that all edges of K and K’ 
,* c~iI~~ci~~~nt except those in the cyc1.e~ Cp Iof and its correspoden t
f pa”. y Axiom, I! and Lemma 1, G,, E: 3?+ 
A.3 K = c-4, K’ = c,q_~ (supposed to be in 9) and K u K’ such 
t only edge a in K IT K’ is an edge of C& which is non-incident 
‘. Lemma 1 and Axioms 1 and 2 imply the existence 
Since the roles of p and q are interchangeable, we may 
3 and, by suitably repeating the argument, the lemma 
and q odd. Take 
and the two cutpoints 
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ies with C4 as a 
We state now the following th?;orem. 
f Cd E 9, then, by Lemma 3, all even ey&s are in 9: and if 3) 
contains also an odd cycle, then, by Lemmas 4 and 5, P = P,. 
Suppasl: the onty members of 9 with one cycle are the even cyolcs. 
We recall Lemma 6 and distinguish two hypotheses: 
(I) No graph in 9 has more than two independent cycles. 
(II) There is a graph in P with more than two independent cycles. 
First consider hypothesis (I). Take a member of Pg say I?, with two 
independent cyc’tes, Cr and C’. I3y Lemma 6, Cr and CX are odd and they 
can share no edge, which would imr,‘ly the existence of an even cycle 
Cr+s _zX in r. x being the number of edges in Cr n Cs. If they have a 
common vertex, then, by Lemma IO, G,,, E 9. If they are disjoint but 
linked by a path, then, by Lemma 12, G, r f P, hence, by Lemma 10, 
C;a, E 9 In both uases, $ E 3J and co@nsequcAy, by Lemmas 13 and 
14, at1 graphs of type G, q and GPjq with p ;r,id q odd are in 9. 
It is not difficult to verify, with an argument similar, for instance, to 
that used in 1 S 1, that the graphs obtained in hypothesis (I), i.e., the even 
cycles and the bicircular graphs with no even cycle, form in fact a matroi- 
da1 family - we call it P, --- and that no matroidal family with members 
having at most two independent cycles may have other members besides 
these ones. Nence no matroidal family distinct from P, exists under 
ow consider hypothesis (II). et F be a member of 
two independent cycles. emma 7, no cycle is even, 
cycles share an edge, which is trivalent to saying that each edge of 
belongs to at most one cycle. a cactus with no pendant edges. 
s no two cycles may share more oue vertex (otherwise therfz are 
two cycles sharing a path; emma 1 J), there is at least one cut- 
If I“ has a cycle of length mi 3 5, then,, by Lemma 9, G3 
rrma 13. for p and q odd, GP,,qI E 3? ’ is contradicts xiom 1 because 
properly graphs of type G, ,* 1’ r has no cyc 
SI: 5, i.e., if all its cycfes are trilangles, then Qake K = r, K’ = Cd amd 
u K’ such that K CI K’ has only one edge, say Q, which is not 
~n~~~~~ent to the eutpoint X. AxioI*n 2 implies the existence in I;p of a ro- 
e with at least two cycles, one of them Iof length 5. Using again 
E P, which contt-adict.s Axiom 1. 
suppose I’ has at feast q’o &points. Linking any two cutpo:ints 
are at most two edge-disjoint paths, othe:rwise there is an edge in 
!lich belongs’to more than oliare cyde. As no pendant edges exist, we 
nd a cutpodnt such that ali its blocks are cycle::, except one. For 
purpose, take any cutpoint, say X,1, and, if q drxs not satisfy this 
~~n~~~tion, hen there are cutpoints in at least two 0;” its blocks and we 
ther cutpoint, say xi, in one of them. If x2 does not yet satisfy 
ition, then take x3 in a block: of x2 not containing xl and re- 
ent until a cutpoint, say’ x, is reached, which satisfies t
be a cutpoint sluch that therlz .is a path from x to y 
iout cu tpoints. Clearly, x a.ni:g y ei ttaer belong to /the same cyt:le or 
are adjacent and linked by a bric*ige. Now choo:s;e K = K’ = r and form 
K’ such that all edges of K ~nnd K” coincide excef,t those in a cycle 
through x and thos:: in a cycle of K’ paising also through 
the path betweet, x and y,, Axiom 2 implies either a membc\r- 
th a bridge incident to x (Fig. II 4) or a rnf: snber of 3) which is a 
as a cutpoint (Fig, 15). The former .:ase reduces to the 
e ran take K an;i K’ isomlorphic to the member of 9 with 
ciderjt to X, foml K LJ K’ with all edges of K and K’ coincident 
t those in a cyde of K passing through x and those in a cycle of K’ 
I’\ 
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passing also through X, and let u be the bridge incident to x. Axiom 2 
impks a member of 9 which is a rosace with s as cutpoint (Fig. IS). 
A already seen, a rosace as member of CP leads to a contradiction. Hence, 
if Cs E 9, then no member of 9 has more than two independent cycles. 
This proves the theorem. 
4. A matroidal family not containing C4 as n member 
Now we consider the case where Cd $ 9. First we prove: 
Proof. By Lemma 11, G3 I f 5p implies G3j3 E 9. Let K and K’ be of 
this type with links of le&th 2 and r, respectively. Form K u K’ such 
that the triangles and one of the termina1 edges of the links coincide 
and the other edges form a cycle of length r, If a is the edge common 
to both links, then, by Axiom 2, Gr,, E 9 (Fig. 16). (Note that, by 
J. iid. S. Sin&s-R’ereim / hkwoids on edge sets uf gmphs 
Fig. 17. 
is prvper ly contained, by Lemma 2, in some mcm- 
r has at Peast wo cycles. We state: 
gnv By Lemma 12, G4 4 E 9. hence, by Lemmas 10 
I?. Bif ILemma 7, all menhers 0fy 
0 cycks. S::rx~ #any graph 64th more than two cycles 
By Lemma 8, G4,, E P hence we have again 
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(i) If Cn is a triangle, then r is bmorpllic tc a graph formed by two 
triangles with a common edge. With 8’ = K” = f”, K U K’ such that 
:Y f~ K’ is a triangle aud u the edge common to ,K and K’ wt~ich belongs to 
orrly and’ triangle in K U K’, Axiom 2 implies (I;,,3 E 9 (Fig. 19). 
Eig 1’8. - Fig. 19. 
(ii) If (;, is also a C4, then wc tdke K := K’ = r and fclrm K U K” such 
that K’ n K’ is a Ci with all vertices of’ degree 3 in K L) K’ (Fig. 20). If 
Fig. 20. 
u is any edge in K fl K’, then Axiom 2 implies a member of 5p with two 
C4 sharing an edge, otherwise it would either be a cycle or have pendant 
edges. This hypothesis h;~s already been considered. 
(iii) If Cn has length t-r 2 5, then take again K = K’ = P and form 
K u K’ SUCK thid K n Cn and the two (cycles C4 share only one ver- 
tex. Let n be an edge of Cl1 P cles C4. (Since 0 2 5, 
such an edge always exists.) 
‘This completes the proof of’ t 
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to either find 5uch families or prove that they do not exist. The foliow- 
ing theorem hOIds: 
oaf. if some member of 9 is a cycle, then C4 E 9 aFti(;I ‘2 is &her P, 
ember of ‘4(f Pa,) is a cycle but one of them, say r, contains 
ly two independent cycles Cr and C$, then we distinguish hypotheses 
By Lemma 12, C, , E 9. By Lemma 10, G3,3 E 9, 
e proof of Th&em 2, Ip=P,. 
@t $. By Lemma & Grr E 9, hence (II) leads to * 
inally suppose C, and C’ shart. b 8 irath in r with, say, 13 edges; 
ilities, namely? s - - !j :'> p, s - - p = p and 
s __ p < p. Ifs -- p > p, then set K == K” = I’, form K U K’ such that 
and the two cycles Cr have only a comnton vertex, and 
Cs but rlot in the cycles Cr. (Since s - m 3 /I this choice is 
ssible.) By Axiom 2, (;, I E 19. Ifs - p < p!, then take* the cycles 
and Ci instead of Cf arldl Cs. The new cycles share s .-- p edges 
im is the preceding one. Ifs - ~1 = p, then take K 1~ K’ 
nd K’ share, say, C, lbut the two cycles CP leave an edge u 
-, nut belonging to them. As for the case pictured in Fig. 
a mem&r of 9 with two cycles C’ sharing an edge may be shown 
his situation is equivalent to that where s --p >s p. In aPI 
‘1% hence (Sil) leads also to the same conctusilon as (I). 
e proof of the theorem. 
2=sts a search for matroidal families, distinct fiam 
is search has been so far without YWXX~S and it may 
f lemmas which wlZI be presented now. 
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two are called peak vertices. Clearly, B2 = Cd and for the sake of gencral- 
Ity we may sometimes refer to a fixed pair of non-adjacent vertices in 
B2 as peak vertices too. Moreover, from now on, crtif will always denote 
a matroidal family distinct from PO, PI, P2 and P3. 
Roof. Let IJ E ~5% and suppose 1-t has a v lertex of degree two, named 
x1. Let tt’ and z be adjacent to x~. Taks K = K’ = r1 and K u K’ such 
that all edges of K and K- coincide except those incident to q (in K) 
and to ?I; (in K’). Choosing as edge a (Fig. 2 ! (A)) an edge of K n K’ ir,- 
Fig. 21. 
cident to z, Lemma 1 and Axioms I and 2 imply the existence in WI of 
a graph Q which contains a B2 formed by the edges incident to q and 
-xi. Rename xi as x2 and repeat the same reasoning with I’2 and d~2 in 
the roles of T’* and x1 , respectively (Fig. 2 l(B)). We obtain now as mem- 
ber of % a graph r3 which contains a R3 formed by the edges incident 
to x1. -x2 and xi (renamed x3). Repeating this argument until all edges 
incident to z and w but not to the Xi are removed, we obtain a B,?, as 
member of CIItz . 
This proves the Iemma. 
Let us say that G has a pendant B, if R, is a subgraph of G with no 
edges of G - B, incident to the vertices of B, except r edges incident 
eak vertex EV . 2 1 (CT)). h is obvious t 
the folluwing state has also been proved: 
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Ttlle next rc,:sult concerns pendant cycles in G, i.e., cylcle:~ wiS,h ali 
vtrticcs of cicpw t);lo (i * G j excepiE one. t’ state: 
of, Suppc3se f is a member of 98 having a pendant cycle C and let Ml 
the only point in C with degree higher than two. Let r Fe the number 
SI incident to w and not in C. Set 16;’ =K’ = r and K (J K’ with all 
crinciden t except those belonging to C and its correspondent C’. 
s arm edge in K n K’ incident tlj W, then K w K’ - (a} contains a 
f 312 which includes C. C” and at most P - I edges inciclent to 
nr3t in C and C”. By repeating this argument at most T times, we 
in a rosace R as a member c!f ‘M. Rasaces with cyc!les +f greater 
ose of a rosacc R belonging to % ma)* always be shown 
; it is enough to apply Axiom 2 to K u K’ -- {a} where 
JZ and a!,1 c~c!es coincide in K u K’ except two of them which . 
re a. f-ienlze we may suppose that R has one cycle of length mi & 5. 
E . This contradicts Theorem 3 ant! so the lemma 
P be a member of 3n writh two adjacen; vertices .q and .y2 
ree two. Set K = K’ = 1‘ and form K u K’ su :h that all edges of 
’ coincide except thr.jse incident to x1 and xi. Let 4 be the edge 
o x2 and common to K and K’. K u K’ -- {a) contains a mem- 
dnd the edges incident to x1 and xi form a pendant c) tie be- 
to it. 111; - contradicts Lemma I8 and thus proves the present 
a graph formed by two pendant B,_ 1 
. 22(A); fp2r simplicity, a pn;~y also be pictured 
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(respectively K) coincide with vertices of degree two in K’ (respectively 
K), all other vertices being distinct (Fig. 22(B)). If a joins two points of 
degree higher than two in K U ii”, then K U K’ - {a) is formed by two 
I? ,+2 with peak vertices linked as shown in Fig. 22(C). Let F be the mem- 
ber of % contained in K w K’ - (a). We claim that J’ = K v K’ - {al- * l 
In fact, by Axiom E and Lemmas 18 and 19, l? has at least either two 
Bt with peak vertices pairwise joined by two edges or two B3 joined 
by an edge, i.e., a BSIS. But, by Lemma 17, a BP/4 with p < PTI -- 1 OY 
(7<m- 1 as a member of cX leads to a contradiction. And a graph, de- 
noted‘$N,.+, formed by a BP and a Bq with peak vertices pairwise joined 
by two edges as in Fig. 22(D) leads also to a contradiction when p < m - 1 
and q < m -- 1. This can be seen by taking K, = Ki = BP//q and forming 
k’, w & such that all edges of K, and K; coincide except those incident 
to a vertex x of &, which is not a peak vertex. and its correspondent 
XI of Bb (see Fig. 2 l(C)). From now on, this type of construction will 
frequently be used and, for brevity, we shall say that K, u Ki is formed 
with shifted I$. Ifa, is one of the two edges joining peak vertices, then 
- &I+ = BP/q** and here, as we have just seen, Axiom 2 and Le:n- 
ad to a contradiction. ow suppose I’ i? formed by a I$ (where 
3 G p G PPI - 2) with a peak vertex linked by tic edges to the peak ver- 
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n1 -. 2. Talk K, = Ki = r and K.1 U Ki Gth shivted B, 
he simplifie~d way, in Fig. 22 (F). Since p + I < nt -. 1 an 
i is the edge indicated in Fig. 22(F), then K, ‘U K; - (ai) s Bp+$ l/q 
~~~~~~t contain a member of % as already proved above and this contra- 
2. Hence r = K w K’ -- (a) E 3tr. This implies, 
men t we have just presented, that B,, _ ljiPrl __ 2 E ?I an<\ A,_ IIl,n _. 1 E 3n . 
is csratpIt+tes the proof. 
a graph formed by a B,__ I arid a BP with a 
rnon peak vertex. !ife state: 
et K= KS= Bm_++l and K u K’ such that i41”1 K’ = B,_ l and 
gcs of K and K’ are both incident to the same peak vertex of 
By Emma 17, there exists in 312 either a grapti I’ formed by 
I joined ta a B,_, as pictured in Fig. 23(A), 3r a graph I” formed 
joined by a path of length two as in Fig. 23(B). In the latteia 
ment with P“ playiilg the role of Bm_l~m_ l and 
ber rl of 3Z similar to r but with 
joining BnVr_2 to 36th B,._ 1. Now 
en r G is sim 4ar.) Set 
ained in ;a gralph f
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IA) 
Fig. 24. 
hypothesis and consequently, by Lemma 17. B,, E W, lT3 is in fact of 
type B, s with r < m - 
B ” 
2 and s < ~II - 1. r3 can now be shown to i,mply 
p. rn -- 1 III . N, far some p G YIP -- 2. For this purpose, suppose that 
s < rn -- 1 (otherwise there is nothing to prove), set K = K’ = B,, anti 
K w K’ with shifted B,. If Q is an edge in B,, then a member of W, 
k3 r;s*l fwith r’ G r .--- I) exists. By repeating the argument as many times 
as necessary, we obtain Bpm__] E 3111 for some p G m -~ 2. Note that 
p 2 3, otherwise 151, E TM with y1 < W, which contradicts Axiom 1. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
+sf. Let I? bc such a member of % a,nd set K” = K’ = IY Suppose that 
t l s: m -- 1 l F=cjrm K w K’ with shifted B’,. A member of 311 exists in 
{a} or, more precisely, in B,, tbl , where s < p -- 1 and 
t -. 1 G nz - !. his member is properly contained in B,_l, p. whit 
Set K = R,__ Ilm__ 1, K’ = A?,~ _ is ,p and K u K’ as in Fig. 25(B). i.e., 
K (7 K contains a iB, 1 and the bridge a (of K. By Axiom 2, 
= I3* contains a member of W’; by Lemmas I7 and 22, 
which corn pie tes the proof ,. 
‘roof. tkt K = K’= B and fomj K tl K’ as pictljred in Fig. 26(B). Let a 
the only edge common to BP_ 1 and Bb__, . We show that no proper 
{a) is ill %T, hence 8 E 9R. In fact, Axiom 
ires the crxistence in F of at least one of the two edges of @, de- 
e B, . Lemma 22 rquires the exis- 
ernma 20, B,n in 5% implies B,_ Il/m 2 
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would exist in a member of Vi?, which is impossible by Lemma 22. 
Hence e’ = J? = DI - I. Finally suppose that, say, s < p --- 2. FcMrming now 
k’, u Ki with shifted B,, a similar argument leads to a B,_, ( +1 linked 
to an edge in some member of 7R (where we may also hav&ome value 
r’s< t instead of U+Z _- l), whioh contradicts agalin Ixnma 22. Hence 
s = \y = p - 2 and the lemma is proved. 
As a consequence of the preceding lemmas VW state now the follow- 
ing reseal t : 
Roof. First notice that, for 111 =2 or HI = 3, Bxn has less than three inde- 
pendent cycles and consequently, by Theorem 3, cannot belong to a 
rnatroidal family %, distinct from the families PO, P,, P, and P, . 
Hence suppwe that, for some m 2 4, B,, E 7X. Hy Lemmas 20, 2 1, 
23 and 24, B,-_ 1, p, B* and s are in ‘X. Set K’= B*, K’= k and K w K’ 
as pictured in Fig. 27(A). K u K’ - {a) contains a member r of 3tl and, 
by Axiom 1, b ir. an edge of T. By Lemmas 19’ and 22, c is also an edge 
of IY Hence r is a graph of the type pictured iin Fig. 27( ). By Lemma 
(W 
Fig. 27. 
19, s 2 2, al though pos!;ibly 1%’ =1. Let K, = == r a, VI form 1 u K; 
with shifted B,. .Kl u 1:; - {c) contains a member ot’ 311, but, since 
1%’ +1 < p -_ I, its existtznce contradicts Lemma 22. cannot 
d SO the theorem is proved. 
e~allin eo3-e the hollowing result: 
2 
Since two non isomorphic graphs can only be hsmeomorphic if at 
emt oncr of them has at least one vertex of degree two, we can allso state 
ikwing result: 
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